
Welcome to BountyBox



The development of cryptocurrency began 20
years ago. It is a global virtual currency
designed as a medium of exchange that had
never been heard of and was considered
almost impossible. Nevertheless, to date, 3
out of 4 people use these digital assets and
about 2.9 to 5.8 million Americans alone have
invested in the hope that they will do better
financially in the future.

THE NFT EVOLUTION THE NFT EVOLUTION 



WHAT IS NFT
NFT is an abbreviation for Non fungible
token. NFTs are cryptographic assets on
a blockchain with unique identification
codes and metadata that distinguish
them from each other.

NFTs are traded on the blockchain network in an
open, decentralized market, such as on the open
sea and the like.



At the beginning of March 2021, people were selling digital artists for over
$69 million. Like physical money, cryptocurrencies are fungible, meaning
they can be traded or exchanged for one another. Since the NFT
opportunity exploded, a picture of monkeys has sold for tens of millions
of dollars. Currently, the NFT market has a capitalization of over
$19,000,000,000. Therefore, early adoption and wise investment are
required. 
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Introducing BOUNTY
BOX NFT
This is an intelligent NFT pinball AI bot
developed by a team of NFT experts and
professionals to acquire and sell NFT
assets and collectibles such as music,
art, real estate, images and short
Automating videos, all in one dentralized
trading box. 



The Bounty Box aims to make NFT
trading more flexible and profitable
for investors and NFT enthusiasts.
The Bounty Box AI trading bot puts an end to the idea
that traders have to wait for a suitable price before
trading, which is always not easy to achieve. With
Bounty Box, the flipping bot executes the trades using a
decentralized blocking algorithm. To trade without
human intervention, which guarantees investors a
steady profit on their purchased NFT packages



WHY BOUNTY BOX?
The secret to trading NFTs easily.
Decentralized flipping algorithm.
Automated profitable flips.
No human intervention.
Steady flow of profits. 
Secured box packages. 
You don't need to monitor market volatility. 
Without a possible contract hack, no centralization
of NFT values. 
Harvest your profit daily from your acquired assets.
Speed.



Trades are made from many
variations of the Bounty Box
package assets. You choose from
the following automated package:

BOUNTY BOX NFT
PACKAGE ASSETS
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Asset 500 – 15,000 Buy 16,000 – 60,000
FDUSD Daily Flip 80 (within 24 hours) Daily
Profit 2% 

Daily earnings FDUSD 320 – 1,200 FDUSD
Earnings per flip 0.5 – 15 FDUSD

BOXING GAMES NFT



Asset Value 3,750 - 14,999 Min Purchase
6,000 - 15,999 FDUSD Daily Flip 40 
Daily Profit 1% 
Daily Earning FDUSD 60 - 599.99 FDUSD
Earning per Flip 3.75 - 14.99 FDUSD

BOX MEME NFT



Asset 25 - 3749 Buy 100 - 5,000
FDUSD Daily Flip 20 
Daily Profit 0.8% 
Daily Earning FDUSD 0.8 - 40
Earning per Flip 0.04 - 5.99

BOX COLLECTIBLES NFT



Asset 15,000 - 450,000 Purchase
FDUSD 65,000 - 1.8 million plus 
daily flip 200 
Daily profit 3% 
Daily profit 1950 - 54,000 FDUSD Profit
per flip 15 - 150 FDUSD

BOX MUSIC NFT



HOW TO PARTICIPATE IN THE BOUNTY BOX NFT
AUTOMATED TRADING BOT

The automated NFT retailer Bounty Box was
developed as a DAPP for Web 3.0. To take
advantage of all the features and benefits,
follow the steps below to get started with
Bountybox



META-MASKS KLEVER WALLETTRUST wallet

Or

Any wallet that supports
FDUSD with DAPP
functionality. 

1. Download one of these
wallets







3. Allow your wallet
to automatically
connect to the
Dapp.
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4. Select Bounty
Box plan and
purchase any
available bundle
plan.



5. Get your
profitable trades
and more.

FDUSD

FDUSD FDUSD

FDUSD FDUSD



Affiliate/referral bonus

SHARE THE OPPORTUNITY AND
MAKE MORE PROFITS

Bounty Box offers a direct referral
affiliate bonus of up to 10%. Make
sure you use your link to send
more invitations and earn
additional profits. For each wallet
you invite, you will receive 10%
commission from each plan
purchase during the wallet trading
period.

FDUSD 100 BB-Plan = 10FDUSD

FDUSD 1000 BB-Plan = 100FDUSD

FDUSD 10000 BB-Plan = 1000FDUSD

FDUSD 1000000 BB-Plan = 100000FDUSD

FDUSD 100000 BB-Plan = 10000FDUSD



Fill your wallet with
FDUSD. Buy BB
NFT Plans

BB automated AI executes the trades. You earn
daily from 24-hour cumulative flips. The
minimum withdrawal amount is 100 FDUSD



BBX AIRDROP-BONUS

This amount will be distributed at launch to the early birds who
participate in the launch and promotion of the Bounty Box. 
The BB token airdrop will remain in the wallet until the BB NFT
community reaches 200,000 active members. After that, the token will
be launched for trading on the DEX exchange.

Introducing the BBX Token Airdrop

For every 10 new referrals you receive 100 BBX tokens. For
every 1 FDUSD purchase you will receive 10 BBX token airdrop

Airdrop can be broadcast within the community.
Share your special referral link to earn more BBX tokens.


